
Gin How To Drink It: 125 Unique Ways to
Enjoy Your Drink
Gin has been a beloved spirit for centuries -- it's versatile, complex, and suits
almost any palate. From classic martinis to refreshing gin and tonics, there is no
shortage of ways to enjoy this timeless beverage. But have you ever wondered
how you can elevate your gin-drinking experience? In this article, we will explore
125 unique ways to enjoy gin, ensuring that you never have a dull moment with
your favorite spirit.

1. Classic Martini with a Twist

The classic martini is a staple in the cocktail world, but there are countless
variations to explore. Try adding a twist by infusing your gin with botanicals like
rosemary or lavender, or experiment with different vermouths to find your perfect
balance. Garnish with a citrus twist or a few stuffed olives for an extra touch of
elegance.

2. Gin and Tonic with a Twist

The gin and tonic is a timeless go-to cocktail, but it doesn't have to be boring.
Experiment with different tonic water brands and flavors to find your preferred
taste profile. You can also add a splash of flavored syrup or bitters to enhance the
flavors even further. Garnish with a slice of cucumber, a sprig of mint, or a twist of
grapefruit for an extra refreshing twist.
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3. Fruity Gin Cocktails

Gin pairs beautifully with various fruits to create refreshing and vibrant cocktails.
Try a classic Gimlet with fresh lime juice, a Strawberry Basil Smash, or a Peach
Collins. The possibilities are endless, so let your creativity shine and experiment
with different fruits and herbs to achieve your desired flavor combination.

4. Gin Sour Variations

A Gin Sour is a delightful and zesty cocktail that can be customized to suit your
taste. Add a splash of fruit juice, such as grapefruit or pineapple, to give it a
tropical twist. Alternatively, you can infuse your gin with herbs like thyme or basil
for a more herbal kick. Don't forget the egg white to give your cocktail the perfect
frothy texture.

5. Gin and Fruit Infused Waters

If you're looking for a non-alcoholic option, try infusing your water with gin and
fruits. Simply slice your favorite fruits, such as strawberries or citrus, and let them
steep in a jug of water along with a measure of gin. This refreshing and flavorful
drink will keep you hydrated while giving you a taste of your favorite spirit.

6. Gin and Tea
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The combination of gin and tea offers a unique flavor profile that is both soothing
and invigorating. Try pairing a floral gin with an Earl Grey tea, or experiment with
different tea varieties like green tea or hibiscus. Add a touch of honey or a sprig of
fresh mint to enhance the flavors even further.

7. Gin and Wine Blends

If you enjoy both gin and wine, why not combine them for a delightful blend of
flavors? Create a refreshing Sangria by mixing your favorite gin with red or white
wine, fresh fruits, and a splash of soda. The result is a refreshing and easy-to-
drink cocktail that is perfect for summer gatherings.

8. Gin and Bubbly

For a touch of elegance, try pairing your gin with sparkling wine or champagne.
Create a simple French 75 by combining gin, lemon juice, and sugar, then top it
off with champagne. You can also mix gin with prosecco and add a splash of
elderflower liqueur for a delicious and bubbly cocktail.

9. Gin and Juices

Gin can be a fantastic base for various juice-based cocktails. Mix gin with freshly
squeezed orange juice for a classic Screwdriver variation, or add some cranberry
juice and a squeeze of lime for a refreshing Cosmopolitan-like drink. Feel free to
experiment with different fruit juices to find your perfect blend.

10. Gin-based Mocktails

For those looking to enjoy the flavors of gin without the alcohol content, creating
gin-inspired mocktails is a great option. Combine botanical-infused water with
tonic, a splash of flavored syrup, and a few drops of bitters. Garnish with herbs
and citrus peels for a visually appealing and flavorful non-alcoholic cocktail.



These are just a few examples to get started, but with so many different gins
available and an abundance of mixers, fruits, and herbs to choose from, the
possibilities truly are endless. Explore, experiment, and let your taste buds guide
you through a journey of gin exploration. Cheers!
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Written by the Fortnum & Mason Drinks Writer of the Year 2020.

Updated with more than 80 new gins.

With more gin brands available than ever before, you need to know how to
choose and get the most out of the brands you buy, understanding their flavours
so you drink them in the most delicious way possible.

Award-winning spirits writer Dave Broom has tested thousands of gins from all
over the world to choose the 125 selected to appear in this book. As well as the
gin selection, he has also tasted and scored each one four ways - in a G&T, a
negroni, a martini and with lemonade (a gin that's perfect for a martini may be
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exactly the opposite in a G&T). So not only do you get to drink the world's best
gins, you get to drink them in the best possible way.

Praise for the first edition:"You could not write a more sophisticated book or pack
more detail onto each page...it is rocket science impressive" - Huffington Post
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